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Abstract: The problem of social network security has been well studied. Numbers of approaches are identified towards securing the profile of social network users and identifying the fake profiles. Still the methods suffer to produce efficient results on detecting fake profiles. To improve the performance, an efficient profile analysis and fake detection model is presented in this article. The proposed Real Time Profile Analysis and Fake Detection Model (RTPAFDM) works on three phases: first the Post Level Trust Analysis (PLTA) is performed, which monitors the post updated on every day and share the posts internally with other users to claim the trustworthy of the post which computes the value of User Post Trust Weight (UPTW); second the method performs Profile Level Trust Analysis (PrLTA) which extracts the profile information like user name, personal details, contact details and friends list. According to the information extracted, the method searches on the entire social network to measure the Profile Match Similarity (PSM). Based on the PSM value, the method would identify the originality of the profile; finally, the method performs Profile Historic Trust Analysis (PHTA) which works on the earlier posts made and their truth values. It computes the value of Historical Trusted Post Weight (HTPW). Using the result of all these trust analysis values, the profile security and fake detection is performed. The method is evaluated with Twitter data set and achieved fake detection accuracy up to 97% and supports the improvement profile security efficiently.
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1. Introduction
The modern society spends the most time in social networks. The Online Social Network (OSN) is the platform where the modern human society floats every day at every second. They use the OSN platform to share variety of information. They post variety of information according to their profession, personal and public interest. For example, the user who is an engineer would post on political issue. Also, he can share his own details to their friends and public. All these has been viewed and accessed by variety of users. As like any other network, the OSN has its own security issues. The profile of any user can be hacked by malicious users and the malicious user would post on anonymous users account. Similarly, the malicious user would generate fake accounts with the information of genuine user and they can clone their details to make it visibly true and post on their profile. The problem is whatever the information post on the specific user account is considered as posted by his own and they are responsible for the information being posted on his/her account. For example, if the account of United States of America is hacked and posted with the tweet as “India is the sole manufacture of terror groups” then Mr. Donald Trump is responsible for the tweet and he is answerable for the issues comes after that. All these
encourage the need of profile security and detecting the malicious accounts in online social networks. The profile security has been increased according to different factors like: by enforcing different access restrictions, enforcing different access management schemes. Also, the security of profile can be improved by adapting different security measures in restricting the user access on various information. More than this, the security of the profile can be improved by enforcing strategic approach on detecting malicious profiles. Towards this, a real time profile analysis and fake detection model is presented in this paper. It works by analyzing the different features and analyze the profile in different diagonals.

The PrLTA is the process of analyzing the trust of any profile according to the profile details. The details of profile user like name, age, mobile, email, location, address and etc. can be used in analyzing the trustworthy of any profile considered. By analyzing the profile according to the profile details, the trustworthy of the profile can be measured to support fake detection and to improve the security. Similarly, the post level trust analysis (PLTA) can be performed to measure the trustworthy of the profile and post which can be measured according to the post made and the feedback obtained from other users. Similarly, the trust of the profile can be measured by analyzing the historical post made and their truth. By analyzing the trust of profile in different way supports the detection of fake profiles and supports improving the performance of social networks. By combining both results of PLTA and result of profile trust, the security performance and fake detection can be improved. The detailed approach is presented in the next sections. The Section 1, presents the detailed introduction of fake profile detection and discusses various methods and measures. Also, Section 1 discusses the need of developing novel approach. Section 2 presents the detailed review on existing schemes of detecting fake accounts. Section 3, presents implementation of proposed method and Section 4 details the experimental results and discussion. Finally, Section 5 details the conclusion or summary of the article.

2. Related works

There are number of approaches recommended by researchers towards fake detection and profile security in online social networks. Such approaches are discussed in this section.

The problem of fake profile detection is well briefed and the author presented a detailed review on the problem. Towards improving the performance in detecting fake profiles different normalization approaches like Min-Max and Z score has been presented. The method is evaluated with the twitter data set [1, 2]. A machine learning model is presented towards securing the social media accounts which calculate followers and friends of any account to measure the trust of any user [3].

The author presented different approaches and survey on the methods of identifying fake accounts where the method uses unstructured data belongs to the social networks [4]. A neural network based fake account detection scheme is presented in [5] which designed a pooling layer to optimize the training process to make it capable to identify fake accounts.

The author focusses on combined the both content analysis and profile feature evaluation approaches to find the fake accounts. It considered the characteristics and nature of spam profile towards detecting the fake accounts. The performance of the approach is evaluated using different classification algorithms. The detection of social bot and fake accounts are reviewed in, which also discusses how machine learning algorithm can be used in profile creation and analysis [6-8].

A support vector machine based neural network approach towards fake account detection in twitter has been discussed in detail in [9], which also discusses different feature reduction and selection techniques. In [10], the author presents a graph based approach to mitigate fake account in social networks. Similarly, set of methods are validated for their performance. The performances of Decision tree and naïve Bayes algorithms are validated for their performance in identifying fake profiles [11-12].

In [13], a graph based approach is presented which extracts anomaly features from different accounts to generate a graph using which the method identifies the densely connected user to find the fake profiles. Similarly, in [14], a deep neural network based approach is presented which uses text and user features to identify the fake profiles with the region features.

The method [15] considers the similarity of friends in different profiles to detect the fake one and a two layer approach is presented which classify the profile according to meta data and the topology information. Similarly, the presence of social bots and chat box is identified using algorithmically driven entities on genuine users and political partisanship [16-18]. The author presents a detailed review on security issues on OSN and discusses various approaches in identifying the fake profiles [19].

In [20], the author focusses on the detailed analysis on exposed user information used in fake profile attacks and other facebook applications. The
detection of fake news is identified using FakeNewsTracker [21] which collects the data and news pieces and verifies their truthness towards producing quality results. All the methods suffer to achieve higher performance in detecting fake accounts and profiles towards improving the security in online social networks.

2.1 Problem definition

The problem of fake account detection in social network is analyzed deeply. There exist several methods discussed in literature, each have their own merits and demerits. However, they suffer to achieve higher performance. In this way, from the literature survey, the problem of fake account detection can be improved by adapting, profile level trust, historical data level trust, and profile level trust. By enforcing the trust measurement with various levels, the performance of fake detection and access restriction can be improved.

3. Proposed work

3.1 Real time profile analysis and fake detection model (RTPAFDM):

The proposed real time profile analysis and fake detection model reads the post made by different social network users. According to the posts made, the method performs analysis on post level, profile level and historical data level information. The post level trust analysis (PLTA) is performed according to the posts made by the user and the profile level trust analysis (PrLTA) is performed according to the profile information. Similarly, using the historical post made by the same profile, the trust analysis is performed as Profile Historic Trust Analysis (PHTA). Each trust analysis stage estimates different trust weight based on which the fake profile is detected and supports improving the security of online social networks. The detailed approach is presented in this section.

The functional architecture of proposed real time profile analysis and fake detection model is presented in the Fig. 1, where the functional components of the model are detailed in this section.

3.2 Post level trust analysis (PLTA)

The post level trust analysis scheme reads the post made by the user at specific time. From the post generated, the method extracts the text content and image features. Such features extracted are shared with different other users. Each user has been asked for the feedback about the post and from the feedback obtained, the method computes the user post trust weight (UPTW). The users would generate positive
and negative feedback for any post. According to the feedback obtained, the method computes the value of UPTW. Estimated value of UPTW is used in the detection of malicious profiles in social networks.

### 3.2.1. PLTA algorithm

**Input:** User Tweet UT  
**Output:** UPTW  
**Start**

**Step 1:** Read user tweet UT.  
**Step 2:** Identify list of friends in the profile.  
\[
FL = \sum_{i=1}^{Size(F)} Friends \in Profile(UT)
\]

**Step 3:** Select random users Ru = Random(Rl, N)  
//where N is the number less than the size of FL.  
**Step 4:** For each user u from Ru  
Send the post to the user u.  
Obtain feedback Fb = \(\sum_{i=1}^{Size(Fb)} Fb(i). Type = Positive\)  
**End**

**Step 5:** Compute No of positive feedback Npf = \(\sum_{i=1}^{Size(F)} Fb(i)\)  
**Step 6:** Compute UPTW = \(\frac{Npf}{Size(Fb)}\)  
**Stop**

The post level trust analysis algorithm measures the trust value of the user according to the post the user performed earlier. As the system maintains the traces of post made by the user, the traces are used in measuring the trust value. The post level trust analysis algorithm identifies the users on the profile and their friends. From the friends list, it selects set of users in a random passion and post them the tweet. Also, it obtains set of feedback from the users and based on that the method computes the value of user post trust weight. Estimated value of UPTW has been used towards fake detection in online social networks.

### 3.3 Profile level trust analysis

The profile level trust analysis is performed by measuring the similarity among different profiles. To perform this, the method extracts different profile information like name, age, sex, location, profession, interest, friends list, and so on. Using these features being extracted, the method computes the value of Profile match similarity (PMS). According to the value of PMS, the method performs fake profile detection.

#### 3.3.1. PrLTA algorithm

**Input:** User Post UP  
**Output:** PMS  
**Start**

**Step 1:** Read UP.  
**Step 2:** Extract User Name Un = UserName \(\in\) Profile(Up)  
**Step 3:** Extract User Age Uage = User Age \(\in\) Profile(Up)  
**Step 4:** Extract User Profession Upo = Profession \(\in\) Profile(Up)  
**Step 5:** Extract location Ul = User Location \(\in\) Profile(Up)  
**Step 6:** Extract User sex Usex = User Sex \(\in\) Profile(Up)  
**Step 7:** Extract User interest Uint = User Interest \(\in\) Profile(Up)  
**Step 8:** Extract friends list Fl = Friends List \(\in\) Profile(Up)  
**Step 9:** For each user profile upr in the network according to the region  
\[\text{Initialize count=0} \]  
If Un equals upr(Un) then  
\[\text{Count = count+1} \]  
If Un equals upr(Un) \&\& Uage equals upr(Uage) then  
\[\text{Count = count+1} \]  
If Un equals upr(Un) \&\& Usex equals upr(Usex) then  
\[\text{Count = count+1} \]  
If Upo equals upr(Upo) then  
\[\text{Count = count+1} \]  
If Ul equals upr(Ul) then  
\[\text{Count = count+1} \]  
If Uint equals upr(Uint) then  
\[\text{Count = count+1} \]  
If Fl equals upr(Fl) then  
\[\text{Count = count+1} \]  
Compute profile match similarity PSM.  
\[PSM = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } (Un=\text{Up(u)?0.7:0.2}) \times \\ Fl=\text{Up(f)?0.9:0.3}) \times \frac{\text{count}}{7} & \text{End} \\ \end{cases} \]

**Step 10:** Choose the maximum value of PSM.  
**Stop**

The environment would have number of profile users. The trust of any user can be measured based on the profile itself. In this part, the method considers
variety of profile information in measuring the trust of any user. The profile level trust analysis algorithm estimates the value of profile similarity measure PSM towards various profiles. According to the value of PSM, a higher valued PSM is selected and based on that the fake profile has been detected.

3.4 Profile historic trust analysis

The trust of any user profile has been analyzed according to the historical behavior of the user. The model maintains set of fake tweets or information posted by different users in different period of time. According to this, the method collects set of tweets or posts generated by the user considered. From the list of posts identified, the method identifies number of posts identified as fake and number of posts identified as genuine. According to that, the method computes the value of Historical Trusted Post Weight (HTPW). The estimated value of HTPW has been used to perform fake profile detection and security improvement.

3.4.1. PHTA algorithm

Input: User Post Upost, Post History PH
Output: HTPW.

Start
Step 1: Read Post History PH, User Post Upost
Step 2: Identify user name Uname = UserName ∈ Upost
Step 3: Identify set of post made by user Uname as Pl.
Post list Pl = \( \sum \text{Upost}(i).\text{Username} = \text{Uname} \)
Step 4: Compute No of genuine posts Gp = \( \sum \text{Pl}(i).\text{Post.type} = \text{genuine} \)
Step 5: Compute No of fake post Fp = \( \sum \text{Pl}(i).\text{Post.type} = \text{Fake} \)
Step 6: Compute HTPW = \( \frac{Gp}{\text{size}(Pl)} \)
Stop

The trust of user can be measured according to the historic behaviors of any user. The profile historic trust analysis algorithm reads the historic posts generated by the user at different time stamp. According to the historic post of user, the method computes the value of genuine post and fake posts made by the user to compute the value of HTPW. Estimated value of HTPW has been used to perform fake profile detection.

3.5 Fake profile detection

The proposed fake profile detection algorithm reads the user profile and the posts made by them. Using this information, the method performs Post Level Trust analysis (PLTA), User Profile Level Trust Analysis (PrLTA) and Historic Trust Analysis (PHTA). The post level trust analysis algorithm estimates the value of User Post Trust weight (UPTW) and the profile trust analysis algorithm measures the value of PSM (Profile Similarity Measure) and the Profile historic trust analysis algorithm estimates the value of HTPW. Using all these values, the method computes the value of Fake Profile Weight (FPW). According to the value of FPW, the method performs fake profile detection.

3.5.1. Algorithm

Input: User Post Upost
Output: Boolean

Start
Step 1: Read User post Upost
Step 2: UPTW = Perform Post Level Trust Analysis.
Step 3: PSM = perform Profile level trust analysis.
Step 4: HTPW = perform Profile historic trust analysis.
Step 5: Compute FPW = \( \frac{PSM}{HTPW} \times UPTW \)
Step 6: If FPW<Th then
    Return fake
Else
    Return genuine.
End
Stop

The fake detection algorithm uses the result of trust measured by various algorithms like post level trust analysis, profile level trust analysis and historic trust analysis. According to the result of trust analysis algorithms. The above algorithm shows how the fake profile are detected by measuring different trust weights. According to that, the method computes the value of FPW, the method performs fake profile detection.

4. Results and discussion

The proposed Real Time Profile Analysis and Fake Detection Model (RTPAFDM) has been implemented and evaluated for its performance using twitter data set. The method has been evaluated for its performance under various constraints. The performance is measured on various parameters.
Obtained results have been presented in detail in this section.

The details of data set being used to evaluate the performance of proposed algorithm have been presented in Table 1.

The performance in detecting the fake profile has been measured under varying number of users in the environment. In each case, the proposed RTPAFDM algorithm has produced higher performance than other approaches. The inclusion of proposed algorithm in fake detection support the performance development in fake account detection by measuring the trust values in post level, profile level and historic level. Finally, by combining all the trust values in measuring trust weight, the performance in fake detection has been improved.

The performance in detecting the fake profile by the different approaches are measured and presented in Fig. 2. The proposed RTPAFDM approach has produced higher performance than other approaches in all the cases.

The ratio of false classification in fake profile detection has been measured under varying number of users in the environment. In each case, the proposed RTPAFDM algorithm has produced less false ratio than other approaches. The inclusion of proposed algorithm in fake detection support the performance development in reduction of false ratio in the fake account detection by measuring the trust values in post level, profile level and historic level. Finally, by combining all the trust values in measuring trust weight, the false ratio in fake detection has been reduced.

The ratio of false detection introduced by the method in detecting fake profiles are measured and presented in Fig. 3. The proposed RTPAFDM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Set</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tweets</td>
<td>1 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of users</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool Used</td>
<td>Advanced Java</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Details of evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fake Profile Detection Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-NN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Gaussian SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTPAFDM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Performance on fake profile detection

![Figure 2. Performance in fake profile detection](image-url)
Table 3. Performance on false ratio in fake profile detection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>100 Users</th>
<th>300 Users</th>
<th>500 Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multi Agent</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-NN</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Gaussian SVM</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTPAFDM</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 False ratio in performance in fake profile detection

Table 4. Performance on time complexity in fake profile detection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>100 Users</th>
<th>300 Users</th>
<th>500 Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multi Agent</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-NN</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Gaussian SVM</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTPAFDM</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 Time complexity in fake profile detection
approach has produced less value than other approaches in all the cases.

The time complexity introduced by different methods in fake profile detection has been measured under varying number of users in the environment. In each case, the proposed RTPAFDM algorithm has produced less time complexity than other approaches. The adaption of proposed approach support the reduction of false ratio as the method verifies the trust in profile, historic and post level. However, the method reduces the time complexity.

The time complexity introduced by the method in detecting fake profiles are measured and presented in Fig. 4. The proposed RTPAFDM approach has produced less value than other approaches in all the cases.

5. Conclusion

This article presented a novel real time profile analysis and fake detection model (RTPAFDM) towards the detection of fake profiles in social networks. The method performs post level trust analysis (PLTA), which monitors the post updated on every day and share the posts internally with other users to claim the trustworthy of the post which computes the value of User Post Trust Weight (UPTW) and performs Profile Level Further, in future the performance of fake account detection can be improved by adapting group level reputation and feedback approaches which verifies the trust according to reputation obtained from user groups in social network and feedback obtained from various user groups.
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